
 
• 34 fellows from 25 different countries and regions 
• 8 faculty members from the United States and Austria 
• 24 lectures and workshops given by faculty 
• 23 interesting cases presented by fellows 
• 10 cases selected by faculty to be published in the Online Case Library 

 

Headed by Dr. Carol Farver from the Cleveland Clinic and Dr. Martin Susani from the Medical University 
of Vienna, this week’s pathology seminar commenced. The participants from countries including 
Montenegro, France, Latvia, and Tajikistan, among others, were eager to learn from expert faculty 
members. Together with the four remaining faculty members, they created an excellent learning 
environment for the participants, covering the most up-to-date information in the field of pathology. 

Pathology is known to be a widely varying field of medicine, ranging from pathology of all areas of the 
body, and the lectures represented just that. While Dr. Deepa Patil of the Cleveland Clinic began 
Monday morning—after the pre-test of course—with a few lectures on polyps, Dr. Carmela Tan (also 
from the Cleveland Clinic) ended the week with cardiac pathology. Participants spent their breakfasts, 
lunches, and dinners discussing the lectures they had heard, and were clearly the one of the most vocal 
groups yet. Everyone was squeezing in at tables and continuously chatting. During these times, 
participants were able to hold genuine and knowledgeable conversations with one another, building 
the foundation for many years of friendship ahead. On Tuesday and Thursday afternoon, time was 
provided for the fellows to present particularly interesting cases from their own home countries, which 
provided the great opportunity to exchange experiences and to discuss problems they were facing in 
their respective home countries with the faculty and their fellow participants. 

Participants also had the chance to enjoy themselves throughout the week. Although the weather had 
not been the greatest at the beginning of the week, it thankfully cleared up for the free afternoon on 
Wednesday. While the fellows sped off to explore the historic city of Salzburg (which they had done 
every day after the lectures ended despite the rain), the faculty spent their day taking a tour of the 
historic buildings of the Sound of Music and visiting the city of St. Wolfgang in Salzkammergut. Friday 
afternoon they also went out to the art museum on top of Mönchsberg, a nearby mountain.  

When Friday came, the fellows and faculty reflected on their eventful week behind them at the 
Graduation Dinner, which marked the end of another successful seminar. The faculty proudly 
recognized the participants for their improvement, specifically the 28% increase in test scores, proving 
the seminar was a success. The fellows left Salzburg on Saturday morning, confident to apply the 
gained knowledge in their practices, and in hope of remaining in contact with one another for many 
years to come. 
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Faculty Group Photo, (L-R): Dr. Andrew Rees, Dr. Amy McKenney, Dr. Carmela Tan, Dr. Deepa Patil, 
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SEMINAR DIARY FROM FELLOW 
Diary of Alma Demirovic, MD, PhD 

“Sestre milosrdnice” University Hospital Center, Zagreb, Croatia 
 
Sunday, September 4 – Arrival day. I actually arrived early on Monday at 3.30 AM. A taxi took me from 
the Park-Ride Süd to Schloss Arenberg when everybody was deep-dreaming—except for the 
receptionist, of course. He gave me keys to my room and I got to sleep for a while. 
 
Monday, September 5 – We had breakfast at the restaurant, where I had a chance to meet new 
colleagues. The atmosphere was very friendly. Afterwards we went to the seminar room. After an 
introduction and pre-seminar test, Dr. Patil gave us extremely useful lectures on Non-IBD Colitis and 
Colorectal Polyps.  Afterwards Dr. Jesse McKenney had also very useful and practical insights in renal 
cell carcinoma pathology. Interesting cases were also presented by faculty in the afternoon. 
 
Tuesday, September 6 – Morning sessions were reserved for excellent seminars in Lung Tumors 
presented by Dr. Farver and also for Dr. Jesse McKenny: more GU pathology. We had a chance to hear 
some very practical advices for daily practice from both of them.  In the afternoon, the first half of the 
fellows was scheduled for their case presentations. Every single fellow presented an interesting and 
instructive case.  
 
Wednesday, September 7 – Dr. Amy McKenney summarized main Placental Pathology hot topics in 
her excellent seminar on Wednesday morning. Next were Dr. Susani, Dr. Rees and Dr. Kain with the 
overview of the Variant Histology in Cancer of the Urinary Tract, Diagnostic of Vasculitic Disorders, and 
Challenges in Amyloid Detection, respectively.  After lunch, a free afternoon was planned. The weather 
was hot and sunny and we had a chance to explore the romantic city of Salzburg. 
 
Thursday, September 8 – Again, Dr. Patil was stunning with her Small Bowel Biopsies and Diagnostic 
Approach to Liver Tumors.  Afterwards, Dr. Tan had a lecture on different aspects in Cardiac Pathology, 
from basics to clinics. In the afternoon, the remaining fellows presented their cases in a great manner, 
some of them with very constructive debates and conclusions. The upcoming night was warm and 
romantic and a great opportunity to listen to the Chamber Music Concert that was organized in the 
Schloss. Excellent! 
 
Friday, September 9 – The last day started with more Cardiac Pathology presented by Dr. Tan, followed 
by an excellent overview of Common Interstitial Lung Diseases and Molecular Testing for Non-Small 
Cell Carcinomas of the Lung by Dr. Farver, simply “What Every Pathologist Needs to Know”. Then post-
seminar test and our week closely came to the end. In the evening, we had an overwhelming farewell 
reception and graduation dinner together with our faculty. We gave them a big, big, big applause. They 
were great! 
 
Saturday, September 10 – Departure day. For me, it started at 2.00 AM. I got home safely and with 
many positive impressions. 
 
At the end, Schloss Arenberg is an extraordinary place to stay. The food was more than delicious, rooms 
are modern and clean, surroundings are quiet and green, yet close to the city center. Everything was 
organized perfectly! I personally enjoyed every part of the day…sunny mornings, great seminars, case 
presentations, coffee breaks, lunch time, afternoon sessions, dinner and free time spent walking on 
the streets of this beautiful city with great company. 



SEMINAR DIARY FROM FELLOW 
Daniela Xhemalaj, MD 

Spitali Universitar “Shefqet Ndroqi”,Departameti I Patologjise,Tirana,Albania 
 

Sunday, September 4 – I actually arrived yesterday. The flight from Tirana to Vienna and then to 
Salzburg (Mozart Airport) was very comfortable. I took the bus from the airport station to Schloss 
Arenberg. My room was on the second floor and had a beautiful view. Such a serene place! At 7 pm 
we had a welcome reception with the faculty and fellows. The director of the foundation to talked us 
about the function of the seminar and its main goal: to share the knowledge in the field of the 
pathology and to “brain gain,” not “brain drain”. After that, it was the dinner. I was very surprised to 
meet such friendly people.  
 
Monday, September 5 – After breakfast, at 8 o`clock the lectures started. I was very excited and 
wanted to enjoy every moment hearing Dr. Carver, the director of the course, talking about the aim of 
the seminar. I couldn’t believe my eyes. I was in front of Dr. Farver! Her books are a consistent 
reference for me in my daily work. 
 
After that, we took a pre-seminar test while it rained outside. Then, Dr. Patil started her lecture about 
colorectal polyps. After lunch, Dr. Jesse McKenney talked to us about prostatic pathology. In the 
afternoon, our faculty presented some interesting cases and this was followed by the presentation 
about the OMI from Elisabeth Bourg who was very friendly with us. She gave us some directions how 
to apply for further fellowships and observerships. This is a great opportunity for pathologist like me 
from developing countries to improve the knowledge and to be supported. It sounds fantastic!!!  
 
Tuesday, September 6 – The day started with the lecture by Dr. Farver about the new classification 
WHO of lung tumors, especially for the new development in  Adenocarcinoma  and new methods  of 
mutation detection applying Next Generation Sequencing. It was wonderful! After lunch, Dr. Jesse 
McKenney continued with renal pathology. At two o`clock we began an interesting part of the seminar: 
case presentation by fellows. I was one of them and in the alphabetic order I was the last to talk. The 
entire time I was so nervous about the questions the audience would ask or if someone would disagree 
with my diagnosis of PNET of mediastinum with bronchial involvement, but everything went fine! 
When the case presentation session ended, we were free to visit the city. I had very nice visit across 
the river Schatz and in Mozart place and took a lot of pictures from everywhere. Wonderful! 
 
Wednesday, September 7 – The day started with Dr. Amy McKenney’s about placental pathology. It 
was very useful for me because I do not have enough experience in this subspecialty. Afterwards 
followed the lectures from Austrian faculty members: Dr. Susani (about urothelial carcinoma and 
different types of it), Dr. Rees (vascular diseases) and Dr. Kain (amyloid pathology). I learned new 
information about urachal carcinoma during Dr. Susani’s lecture. 
On our afternoon off my friends Sonela  from Albania, Anca  from Romania, and Zora from Macedonia  
and I went to Mirabellgarten. There were a lot of people all over the world visiting this amazing garden 
with beautiful flowers. 
Thursday, September 8 – Thursday was a shining day and Dr. Patil continued her lecture of liver 
neoplasia. One of the criteria for the hepatocarcinoma was the increased cord thickness of hepatocytes 
more than three cells thick. After coffee break, Dr. Tan showed us very interesting cases for cardiac 
pathologies and valvular diseases. After lunch, more fellows presented their cases. I was very 
comfortable, because I had already finished mine.  



One interesting case was from Rina from Kosovo about renal cell clear carcinoma with smooth muscle. 
It was my first time hearing such a case. 
 
After dinner, we had a chamber music concert with two virtuous ladies, one of them played piano and 
the other in viola. 
 
Friday, September 9 – After breakfast, Dr. Tan continued with her lecture. The most interesting part 
of the lecture was associated with autopsy specimen, because in my country, during the residency we 
see only biopsy specimen, not autopsy. It was very useful and definitely improve my knowledge. 
 
After coffee break Dr. Farver introduced the Cleveland Clinic, a place where everybody wants to work, 
in my opinion. The approach to the transbronchial biopsy for tumoral diseases and interstitial lung 
diseases were the topics. In particular, the approach for usual interstitial pneumonia and idiopathic 
pulmonary fibrosis were very useful for me in my daily practice. I know it will be of help when I make 
the correct diagnosis for Albanian patients. 
 
In the second post exam test, I corrected some answers I know I made on the pre-test.  
 
In the evening we attended the farewell reception and graduation dinner. We got our diplomas and 
the faculty gave us some presents that I am currently using! We took a lot of pictures with new friends 
and promised to stay in touch. When everything was finished, I took my lectures and as I was going 
downstairs thought grateful for this great opportunity and everything I have heard here! How lucky to 
be there and what a satisfaction to meet people all over the world, to share experiences with them, 
and to meet doctors whose books you read all the time! Thank you for everything! 
 
Saturday, September 10 – Departure day. I am so grateful to have stayed at Arenberg Schloss and am 
happy I got to stay in Salzburg! 
 
 
 
 


